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Numerous English dialects variably neutralize final laryngeal distinctions: his, hiss = 

[hɪs]. Chambers (2000:129) labels this a ‘vernacular universal’, while Salmons & Purnell (2010: 
467-8) argue that it represents a substrate feature in communities where many early settlers 
spoke neutralizing languages like German and Polish. José (2010) notes that Chambers’ view 
predicts that neutralization should not differ significantly regionally, whereas the substrate 
hypothesis predicts significant differences in the rate of neutralization by linguistic-demographic 
history. This difference conflates two distinct problems: English contrasts fortis /th/ with lenis 
/d/, which partially devoices; neutralization eliminates the positional contrast.  

We test these hypotheses, comparing heavily German/Polish southeastern Wisconsin with 
primarily Anglo-American (and Scandinavian) southwestern Wisconsin, as determined from 
1860 and 1910 census data. We report new data gathered by members of twelve communities 
across southern Wisconsin. Twenty speakers from each location included two age brackets (<25, 
>60), balanced for gender. Standard acoustic measures of coda ‘devoicing’ were used (Nittrouer 
2004), including glottal pulsing, gap duration, preceding vowel duration. Pilot results show that 
German/Polish settlement areas attest less glottal pulsing on /z, d/ and more on final /s, t/, 
suggestive of incipient neutralization, while Anglo-American regions show variable and only 
sporadic devoicing.  

The substrate and vernacular universal accounts are ultimately reconcilable in a holistic 
view of sound change. The neutralizing tendency observed in vernacular universalism reflects 
the PASSIVE nature of English ‘voicing’ (Iverson & Salmons forthcoming), where especially 
glottal pulsing is present primarily in favorable contexts, like intervocalic position, but 
disfavored in codas. Communities founded by speakers of neutralizing languages are poised to 
carry such effects over into the dialects that eventually develop (Mufwene 1996). With 
koineization (Kerswill & Trudgill 2005), this acoustic characteristic has become a geographic 
variable and may be phonologizing in southeastern Wisconsin.  
 
 


